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1/2.8” 2Megapixel progressive scan STARVIS™ CMOS

H.265&H.264 triple-stream encoding

50/60fps@1080P(1920×1080)

WDR(140dB), Day/Night(ICR), 3DNR, AWB, AGC ,BLC

Multiple network monitoring: Web viewer, Unisight VMS

Auto back focus(ABF)

Micro SD memory, PoE

Features

System Overview
This series product adopts high performance DSP and Sony advanced image sensor technology, which can provide excellent image effects for users 

such as UHD resolution, starlight and super WDR etc. The series utilizes Unisight advanced software algorithm, which is able to support people 

counting and heat map, bringing extra business analysis value for customers; IP67, IK10 and heater compliance enables the product to be applied in 

a more harsh environment.

Functions
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2 Megapixel WDR   
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Starlight Technology

Featuring Unisight’s Starlight Technology, this camera is ideal for applications with challenging lighting conditions. Its low-light performance delivers usable 

video with minimal ambient light. Even in extreme low-light conditions, Starlight Technology is capable of delivering color images in near complete darkness 

(0.005lux).

Intelligent Video System (IVS)

The camera has a built-in video analysis based on intelligent algorithms and can achieve the following: Tripwire, Intrusion, Abandoned/Missing can timely, 

quickly and accurately respond to monitoring events in specific area. It enhances monitoring efficiency. At the same time, the camera can support face 

detection, it can quickly capture a face and upload the image to the server. In addition the camera also supports intelligent tamper detection,through dramatic 

changes in the scene it will send out warning information to ensure effective monitoring.

Smart Scene Adaptive (SSA)

Smart Scene Adaptive (SSA) is a Unisight self-developed intelligent image technology, the camera automatically evaluates the change in scene, in particular 

strong lights. In a strong backlight environment, it will automatically regulate exposure parameters to get better image quality. This can effectively address the 

impact of traffic lights, providing excellent video quality.

Business intelligent analysis (People counting, Heatmap)

The Camera also supports more advanced intelligent features such as people counting and heat map besides basic IVS functions. These two functions can be 

applied to business intelligence and bring extra values to customers. It is available to acquire daily, weekly, monthly and yearly people flow via people counting 

and output data report. Heat map can be based on a moving object in time of space movement for analysis, find the most active area and output the report, 

which is to provide valuable data support for commercial applications.

HEVC (H.265)

H.265 ITU-T VCEG is a new video coding standard. H.265 Following standard developed around the existing video coding standard H.264, some retain the 

original technology, while some of the relevant technology to improve the new technology uses advanced technology to improve the relationship between the 

code stream , encoding quality, and the delay between algorithm complexity, optimize settings specific contents include: Improve compression efficiency, 

improve the robustness and error recovery capabilities, real-time to reduce the delay, reduce channel acquisition time and a random access delay, reduce 

complexity, etc.

Ultra WDR

Standard WDR/HDR camera can provide 120dB dynamic range, However, for some scenes with wider contrast range, 120dB is slightly insufficient. By adopting 

the latest technology, The Cameras can provide an amazing dynamic range up to 140dB.
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Accessories(Optional)
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Dimensions(mm/inch)

IP-2BX-EA

PFB121W

Wall Mount

PFB110W

Wall/Ceiling/Plane Mount

PFB110W

Wall Mount

PFB121W

Wall Mount
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